US Bank Robbery Suspect Photos

The US Bank located at 1717 West 7th Avenue was robbed by an unknown male and police are hoping that the surveillance photos will assist in identifying the suspect. Around 9:15 this morning a white male suspect entered the bank presenting the teller with a note demanding money and then left on foot. Police responded and searched the area with negative results and are now asking for the public’s assistance in locating the suspect.

The suspect is described as a white male in his 20s to 30s approximately 5’6”, thin build with longer facial hair. At the time of the robbery he was seen wearing a light colored hoodie under a darker coat, light tan Carhart style pants. The suspect did shed his dark colored jacket shortly after the robbery that was later recovered by police.

Anyone with information about the incident or who can help in identifying the suspect is asked to call the Eugene office of the FBI at 541.343.5222 or the Eugene Police tip line at 541.682.8888.
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